
IS480 INTERNAL MEETING MINUTES 4 

 

Date  2 July 2013 Week 8 

Time 8pm 

Venue R-Lab 

Attendees LEE Yi Xian, Darryl LEONG Jun Hun, LIM Ken Khoon, TAN Mei Zhen, TAN Yun Xi, Fiona WOO Yu Mei 

Agenda 

1. Prepare presentation proposal  

2. Discuss on HR Project 

3. Discuss minute Taking Protocol 

 

Item  Discussion Points Follow Up Action 

1.  
Add in more contents into the presentation other than what we already have, 

focus on the automated scheduling. 

Nil 

2.  

Automated Scheduling Process: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Availability of trainers:  

When the system is filtering the trainers, the process must include the time that 

a trainer required to travel when he/she have a class previously. 

 

*Experience of trainers: 

The details of the lesson such as session, time and venue should be available 

inside the system before the start of this scheduling process. 

 

Question 

How to decide which lesson to be assign first: 

1) First come first serve ( by date) 

2) Random 

3) Decide by Elaine 

Problem: 

1) Different classes at same  the time 

2) Must factor in travelling time (2 places at the same time ) 

-  Use Google to get time 

-  Manually key in 

 

Nil 

1. Availability of trainers*  

2. Experience of trainers*  

3. Workload/feedback  
(optional) 



 

Next Team Meeting Next Client Meeting 

Meet on this Saturday (6 July 2013 10am-1pm) 
 

 Meet Marc Sim, Sterling Engineering  
Either 6 July  (10-1 pm) or 10 July  (7.30pm ~) 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 10.30 hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 

-  Store in back end database (what happen if they have new center) 

3.  

HR project 

 The scope is not well defined, still have a lot of ambiguous requirement. 

 This scope of this project maybe very big, need more requirements 

specification. 

 Prof(Benjamin Gan) might not accept this project, if the 

requirement/scope we come up is not good enough ( Depth vs. Width) 

 If we are taking up this HR project, we need to approach Prof ASAP with 

Darryl around before he fly- off. 

 

Meeting on this Saturday (6 

July 2013, 10am-1pm) 

 

Meet-up Plans 

 Ideally, by 14 July 

must meet Mr Marc 

Sim for the first time. 

 Ideally, by 27 July 

must meet  Mr Marc 

Sim  for the second 

time. 

 Must meet Benjamin 

Gan between the 

period (20 ~ 27 July). 

Ideally, by 21 July 

meet up with Prof 

 

4.  

Concern with Automated Scheduling Project 

Fiona:   

 Not confidence in coming out with the scheduling process/algorithm 

Ken Khoon :  Vote for HR Project 

 It will be harder to code with Joomla as we are being restricted by some 

coding standard/style. 

 We are not familiar with big size project that is coding with PHP. 

Darryl:  

 Time is of a concern. 

Mei Zhen:  

 Concern about the timing and the responsive time 

Yun Xi:  

 Time is of a concern. 

 Should stop waiting and concentrate on what is available (project) to 

us. 

Yi Xian:  

 Rather spend the time and effort on something that we are more 

confidence to get the project.  

Send email to tell the client 

that we are not taking up 

the project by 2/7/2013 or 

3/7/2013. 

5.  

Meeting minutes must be prepare by 24hr and vetted in the next 24hr after the 

minutes is prepared  

After the vetted the 

meeting minutes, send a 

email to notify the whole 

team. 



Prepared by, 

Lee Yi Xian 

 Vetted and edited by, 

Lim Ken Khoon 


